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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3124371A1] A foldaway balcony for boats, comprising a frame (10) configured to rotate, by means of hinge means (13), from a vertical
closed position, in which it is substantially aligned with the boat side (M), to a horizontal open position, in which it is arranged protruding from said
boat side (M), a walking platform (11), arranged above said frame (10), and a plurality of protection railings (12); in particular, respective lateral
uprights (14) are positioned on opposite sides and inside respective seats (17) of the frame (10) and the protection railings (12) are fixed to the
lateral uprights (14) by means of hinge means (19, 26) and the lateral uprights (14) are connected to the frame (10) by means of respective joints,
so that each upright (14) is able to rotate upwards, through first actuating means (16), starting from a horizontal position. Each upright (14) is also
provided with second actuating means (18) for driving the upward extension of a telescopic portion of the upright (14), which brings said protection
railings (12).
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